CROCHETED CHAIR SET

The * is used in repeating – ‘repeat from *’ – means to repeat everything that follows the last *.

Chain = ch; slip stitch = sl st; single crochet = sc;
treble crochet = tr; double treble crochet = dtr.

This pattern contains directions for a crocheted chair set worked in the easy pineapple design. The set can be used as a buffet set, if desired.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS AND SIZES

No. 30 Mercerized Crochet Cotton in (400 yard) balls; a No. 10 Steel Crochet Hook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Chair Back</th>
<th>Arm Rest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size in Inches</td>
<td>12 x 16</td>
<td>8 x 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. No. of Yards</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHAIR BACK

1ST ROW: Ch 145, 2 tr (thread twice around hook for a tr) in 5th st from hook, ch 2, 3 tr in same st as last tr.; * ch 6, skip 6 sts, 1 sc in next st, work (ch 4, skip a st, 1 sc in next st) 3 times, ch 6, skip 6 sts, work a shell of (3 tr, ch 2 and 3 tr) in next st, skip 3 sts, a shell in next st; repeat from * across chain, end with ch 6, skip 6 sts, a shell in end st.

2ND ROW: Ch 5, turn, work a shell of (3 tr, ch 2 and 3 tr) in (ch 2) loop of first shell of last row, * ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next (ch 4) loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each of next 2 (ch 4) loops, ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, a shell in (ch 2) loop of next shell, ch 5, always working shell in chain loop of shells below work a shell in next shell; repeat from * across row, end with ch 6, a shell in end shell.

3RD ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, * ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, ch 4, 1 sc in next chain loop, ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, a shell in shell, ch 3, 6 tr in center st of (ch 5) loop, ch 3, a shell in next shell; repeat from * across, end as last row.

4TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, * ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, ch 6, a shell in shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next tr, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each of remaining tr of same tr group, ch 6, a shell in next shell; repeat from * across row, end as before.

5TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, * skip 2 chain loops, a shell in next shell, ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each (ch 4) loop, ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, a shell in shell; repeat from across, end with skip 2 chain loops, a shell in end shell.

6TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, 1 sc in first shell, a shell in next shell, * ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each (ch 4) loop, ch 6, a shell in each of next 2 shells; repeat from * across, end with ch 6, a shell in next shell, 1 sc in end shell.

7TH ROW: Same as 2nd row.

8TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in shell, * ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, ch 4, 1 sc in next chain loop, ch 6, a shell in shell, ch 3, 7 tr in center st of (ch 5) loop, ch 3, a shell in shell; repeat from * across, end as before.

9TH, 10TH AND 11TH ROWS: Same as 4th, 5th and 6th rows.

12TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, * ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each of 3 (ch 4) loop, ch 6, a shell in shell, ch 5, a shell in next shell; repeat from * across, end as before.

13TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, * ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each of 2 (ch 4) loops, ch 6, a shell in shell, ch 3, 8 tr in center st of (ch 5) loop, ch 3, a shell in shell; repeat from * across, end as before.

14TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, * ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, ch 4, 1 sc in next chain loop, ch 6, a shell in next shell, ch 6, skip (ch 3) loop, 1 sc in next tr, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each of remaining tr of same group, ch 6, a shell in shell; repeat from * across, end as before.
15TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, *ch 6, 1 sc in center chain loop, ch 6, a shell in shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each (ch 4) loop, ch 6, a shell in next shell; repeat from * across, end as before.

16TH AND 17TH ROWS: Same as 5th and 6th rows.

18TH THROUGH 22ND ROWS: Repeat directions from the 12th row to end of the 16th row (do not work 17th row).

23RD ROW: Ch 5, turn, *a shell in each of 2 shells, ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in 4 chain loops, ch 6; repeat from * across, end with ch 6, a shell in each of end 2 shells.

24TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, 1 sc in first shell, *a shell in next shell, ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in 3 chain loops, ch 6, a shell in next shell, ch 5; repeat from * once but end with ch 6, a shell in next shell, 1 sc in end shell.

25TH THROUGH 29TH ROWS: Without repeating from * but completing rows as before, repeat the 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th and 17th rows.

30TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each (ch 4) loop, ch 6, a shell in shell. Repeat last row twice more.

33RD ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 6, 1 sc in center chain loop, ch 6, a shell in shell.

34TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, skip 2 chain loops, 3 tr in next shell, ch 1, turn, a sl st in next shell, ch 1, turn, 3 tr in same shell as last tr.

35TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, skip first shell, 1 sc in next shell.

BORDER

1ST ROUND: Ch 1, turn, a sl st in each of next 2 sts of chain, ch 6, work a 3 joined long st petal in same (ch 5) loop as sl sts as follows:

(thread 4 times around hook, draw up a loop in same chain loop as sl sts, thread over and through 2 loops, over and through 2 loops, over and through 2 loops, over and through 2 loops) 3 times, thread over, draw through all 4 loops on hook; ch 10, work a 4 joined long st petal in same chain loop as last petal as follows:

(thread 4 times around hook, draw up a loop in same chain loop as last petal, thread over and through 2 loops 4 times) 4 times, thread over, draw through all 5 loops on hook; working along end of rows work (ch 10, skip a row, a 4 joined long st petal in the turning ch 5 loop of next row) across rows ending with ch 10, (a petal, ch 10 and a petal) all in turning chain of end row, along foundation chain *work ch 10, a petal over next (ch 6) loop, ch 10, skip 4 sc, a petal over next (ch 6) loop, ch 10, a petal in (ch 3) loop between shells below; repeat from * across foundation chain ending with ch 10, a petal in same st as end shell of 1st row, working along opposite side of rows work ch 10, skip next row, (a petal, ch 10 and a petal) in turning chain of next row, continue to work (ch 10, skip a row, a petal in turning chain of next row) across rows, end with ch 10, a sl st in top of first petal of round.

2ND ROUND: A sl st in each of next 5 sts, 1 sc in same chain loop as sl sts, *ch 3, 1 dtr (thread 3 times around hook for a dtr) in next (ch 10) loop, (ch 3, 1 dtr in same chain loop as last dtr) 5 times, ch 3, 1 sc in next (ch 10) loop; repeat from * around, end with ch 3, a sl st in first sc of round.

3RD ROUND: Ch 1, 1 sc in same st as sl st, *1 sc in next (ch 3) loop, ch 4, 1 sc in 4th st from hook, (2 tr in next ch 3 loop, ch 4, a sl st in top of last tr made, 1 tr in same chain loop as last tr) 5 times, ch 4, 1 sc in 4th st from hook, 1 sc in next chain loop, 1 sc in next sc; repeat from * around, end with a sl st in first sc of round; break off.

ARM REST

1ST ROW: Ch 9, 2 tr (thread twice around hook for a tr) in 5th st from hook, ch 2, 3 tr in same st as last tr, skip 3 sts, a shell of (3 tr, ch 2 and 3 tr) in end st.

2ND ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in (ch 2) loop of first shell of last row, ch 5, always working shells in chain loop of shells below work a shell in next shell.

3RD ROW: Ch 3, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 3, 8 tr in center st of (ch 5) loop, ch 3, a shell in next shell.

4TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 6, skip a chain loop, 1 sc in next tr, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each of next 7 tr, ch 6, a shell in end shell.

5TH ROW: Ch 3, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in 6 chain loops, ch 6, a shell in shell.
6TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 2, 3 more tr in same shell below, ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, (3 tr, ch 2, 3 tr, ch 2 and 3 tr) all in end shell.

7TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first (ch 2) loop, a shell in next (ch 2) loop, ch 6, skip next (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, skip (ch 6) loop, a shell in each of 2 (ch 2) loops.

8TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 5, a shell in next shell, ch 6, skip next (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, a shell in shell, ch 5, a shell in end shell.

9TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 3, 8 tr in center st of (ch 5) loop, ch 3, a shell in next shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, a shell in last shell, ch 3, 8 tr in center st of next chain loop, ch 3, a shell in next shell.

10TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next tr, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in each of next 7 tr, ch 6, a shell in next shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, ch 4, 1 sc in next chain loop, ch 6, a shell in shell, ch 6, skip chain loop, 1 sc in next tr, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next 7 tr, ch 6, a shell in shell.

11TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 6, skip next (ch 6) loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, a shell in shell, ch 6, 1 sc in center chain loop, ch 6, a shell in next shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, a shell in end shell.

12TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, a shell in next shell, skip 2 chain loops, a shell in next shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, a shell in end shell.

13TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, a shell in each of 2 shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, a shell in end shell.

14TH ROW: Ch 5, turn, a shell in first shell, ch 6, skip next chain loop, 1 sc in next chain loop, (ch 4 and 1 sc) in next chain loops, ch 6, a shell in shell, ch 5, a shell in end shell.

15TH THROUGH 19TH ROWS: Without repeating from * but completing rows as before repeat the 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, and 17th rows of chair back.

20TH THROUGH 23RD ROWS: Now follow directions for chair back from 30th row to end of 35th row.

BORDER
1ST ROUND: Ch 1, turn, a sl st in each of 2 sts of chain, ch 6, working petals as for chair back work a 3 joined long st petal in same chain loop as sl sts, ch 10, a 4 joined long st petal in same chain loop as last petal, working along end of rows work (ch 10, skip a row, a 4 joined long st petal in turning chain loop of next row) 6 times, ch 10, a petal in same chain loop as last petal, (ch 10, skip a row, a petal in turning chain of next row) 6 times, ch 10, (a petal, ch 10 and a petal) in (ch 3) loop along foundation chain, working along opposite side of rows work (ch 10, skip a row, a petal in turning chain loop of next row) 7 times, ch 10, a petal in same chain loop as last petal, (ch 10, skip a row, a petal in turning chain of next row) 5 times, ch 10, a sl st in top of first petal.

2ND AND 3RD ROUNDS: Same as 2nd and 3rd rounds of border for chair back; break off.

Make a duplicate arm rest.

BLOCKING: Stretch and pin each doily to the correct size and shape on a padded surface; cover with a damp cloth; press with a warm iron. Remove when dry.
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